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Abstract—In this work we demonstrate the use of co-simulation
technology in the maritime industry through four relevant
examples of applications based on the outcome of the knowledge-
building project Virtual Prototyping of Maritime Systems and Op-
erations (ViProMa). Increasing computational capabilities opens
for extended use of simulators in the design processes. Even
complex systems can now be analyzed at an early stage of
the design process and even in real time using distributed
simulation technology. We conduct an assessment of the need
for co-simulation technology in the industry, present a short
background in co-simulation technology, and provide a short
summary of the major findings and deliverables in the ViProMa
project (http://viproma.no). The four case studies presented in
this work pinpoint different advantages of using co-simulations
in the industry, such as combining different modeling and
simulation tools, improving collaboration without revealing sen-
sitive information by using black-box models, testing conceptual
designs in a fast and consistent manner before initiating building
processes, and verifying the interplay between hardware and
software in the simulation environment in hardware in the loop
(HIL) tests. All the case studies are simulated using the open
source co-simulation software Coral developed in the project,
using the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard, and the
co-simulation software can be downloaded from the project’s web
site.

Index Terms—Co-Simulation, Marine Systems and Operations,
FMI, Hardware-In-The-Loop, Virtual Prototyping

I. INTRODUCTION

The maritime industry has been through a major shift in
the last decades in terms of how research and development
are conducted, and is still changing. Nowadays, computers
are used for a great variety of tasks, from controlling complex
operations such as an offshore vessel in dynamic operations
to numerical analysis of complex system dynamics in research
and development projects.

Research and development activities in the maritime in-
dustry are characterized by specialists working from different
angles on joint projects using specialized computer software
to optimize designs before any prototypes are built. Since
the costs of building a prototype are significant, often only a
single one is scheduled, if one is even considered at all. This
is especially the case when designing a new ship, where the
prototype is in fact the ship delivered to the customer at the end
of the project. This increases the expectations and sets high
requirements for the specialists as well as the software, trying
to realize the product properties specified by the customer in
the short lifetime of the project. On the other hand, the project
manager expects the project group to oblige the customer and
deliver a satisfying product within the agreed-upon time frame

in order to obtain a financial surplus rather than large financial
penalties and a dissatisfied customer.

A. Research, Development and Collaboration

Despite the fact that the number of prototypes are nowadays
significantly reduced in research and development projects,
the iterative process of obtaining the best design more or
less remains the same [1]. One major difference is that the
iterations have moved from physical models in the workshop
floors to mathematical models in the engineer’s computer. Not
only does this speed up the development, it also increases
the number of opportunities for optimizing the design. It is
now possible to integrate detailed subsystems of the design,
from various engineering disciplines, into the optimization
process. This enables the vendor to optimize the design for
the product environment described by the customer, not only
local optimization of the design itself. This also enables virtual
proofing and validation of design concepts and reduces the
risk of not meeting the design requirements. However, such
optimization tasks introduce new and challenging problems.
In the design process, often a variety of different specialized
software tools are used and must be interfaced in the optimiza-
tion process. If the optimization process is not done manually,
which is time consuming and often the case, the optimization
must be performed by some algorithm. The interface between
the different software tools must be automated in order to
save time, as well as being platform independent in order
to remove unnecessary restrictions and enable connection to
standard hardware such as control systems. Since combining
such software and equipment from scratch in a generic way
requires lots of resources shortcuts are often taken, making it
difficult to reuse the couplings between models and software
tools in later projects.

When optimizing a design with respect to a specific working
environment, external expertise is often needed. Such expertise
can in some cases be found in-house, outside the project
group, which makes collaboration simpler with regards to
confidentiality issues. However, challenges arise when exter-
nal expertise is obtained from outside the business. This is
especially the case for shipyards, which rely on many different
third-party vendors that deliver customized equipment for new
vessels. In such joint projects confidentiality is important and
each contributor wants to keep its know-how hidden from
the competitors which may take part in the same project.
Earlier, this restricted the contributors’ ability to work to-
gether in optimizing the total design. However, recent projects
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such as the knowledge building project Virtual Prototyping
of Maritime Systems and Operations (ViProMa), have made
some contributions to enable new technologies that facilitate
reduction in project costs and development time, as well as
making collaboration for the greater good among competitors
easier.

B. The ViProMa Project

The Norwegian maritime industrial cluster is a world leader
in developing complex, customized ships and offshore vessels
for the global market—in particular ships for demanding and
complex operations, where safety and environment are in
focus. Industrial value chains for these products are also very
complex and inter-organizational, where logistics, communi-
cation and interface challenges must be handled. Project lead
times are constantly decreasing, and mistakes or system mal-
functions may cause fatal incidents, project delays and costs
overruns. In order to remain a world leader, the knowledge
building project ViProMa was initiated back in 20131 with
high ambitions, even though it is a small joint research project
including industrial partners from the Norwegian maritime
industry, the research institute SINTEF Ocean and The Nor-
wegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).

Simulation of system performance will be even more im-
portant in the future. Installation of heavy subsea units at
several thousand meters depth require accuracy and control.
Such operations demand tremendous power, interaction and
timing. To meet performance, safety and environmental issues
and cost targets, engineers must understand how the equipment
will behave. Evaluating multiple design concepts can be done
effectively using simulation tools, where trade-offs and many
alternatives can be evaluated within a short time.

It is commonly accepted that new ship designs should be
optimized with respect to operational performance rather than
the performance of individual components and systems. In
recent years, several large, international research projects have
taken different approaches towards this goal: VRS (2001–
2005) aimed to develop a virtual platform for design of
ROPAX vessels by integrating design and simulation tools [2].
VIRTUE (2005–2008) addressed the hydrodynamic aspects of
ship behaviour and worked on the integration of different com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools to create “virtual test
tanks” [3]. The recently completed JOULES project (2013–
2017) focused on onboard energy systems, aiming to develop
a holistic approach for simulating vessel energy grids [4].
Finally, the currently ongoing HOLISHIP project (2016–) aims
to develop an integrated design software platform that takes
into account the ship’s entire life cycle [5].

Despite these efforts, most existing simulation tools for
maritime applications are developed for research and optimiza-
tion of components and sub-systems. Some are designed for
analysis of total energy system performance, such as DNV
GL’s COSSMOS [6], [7], TNO’s Geı̈ntegreerde Energiesys-
temen [8], and the University of Trieste’s Italian Integrated
Power Plant Ship Simulator [9], but these typically do not in-

1The project expired by the end of 2016.

clude operational aspects such as seakeeping, manoeuvrability,
stability and capability assessment.

Hence, the main goal of the ViProMa project was to develop
a framework for overall system design, allowing configuration
of ships and verification of operational performance as a
part of the design process. A variety of general-purpose
software and frameworks for system simulations exist, but
before the project was launched, there were no commonly
adopted simulation frameworks that supported total systems
integration and analysis of operational performance. General
software solutions for system simulations were not considered
suitable for the purpose, mainly due to very time-consuming
model development. Because decreasing project lead times
require rapid model development and configuration with suf-
ficient accuracy, of which general software is not capable, the
ViProMa project aimed to close this knowledge gap.

C. Co-simulation

Co-simulation technology has been used for a few decades
already and enables the use of black-box models: models
compiled to machine code such that internal implementation
details are hidden from users. Put differently, it allows in-
house modelling secrets to be hidden from competitors. Hence,
when utilizing co-simulation technology in joint projects, the
goal of optimizing a design in a specific working environment
is possible with all the third-party vendors and competitors
around the same table.

Co-simulation technology has long been utilized in the
aerospace industry [10], primarily by using the HLA standard
[11], [12], [13], as well as in the automotive industry [14],
[15], [16], primarily using the FMI standard. The maritime
industry is slowly starting to follow [4], [17], [18], [19].
However, it is not without reasons that the maritime industry is
running late when it comes to utilizing co-simulation technol-
ogy. In contrast to the automotive industry, where the majority
market share for a given product segment is often held by a sin-
gle vendor—Bosch’s dominance in micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) market being a prime example [20]—the
maritime industry has many third-party vendors where none
have the market majority. This makes the companies keep their
cards close to their chests, unwilling to share sensitive, but
important information about their products. Another reason for
running late in this digital working environment is that, while
the automotive industry can invest a lot of resources in one
prototype since it lays the ground work for mass production,
in the maritime industry a vessel is tailored in each case and
is rarely mass produced. Therefore, the industry is reluctant
to utilize new technology before it has been thoroughly tested
since the potential risks of failure are quite costly. Neverthe-
less, the development of co-simulation technology has reached
a level where its benefits are clear and the risk of failure
is decreased. The use of co-simulation enables multi-domain
simulations, which makes it possible to test a vessel design,
including all its subsystems and equipment, using different
modeling and simulation software suited for specific systems.
The total co-simulation model of a vessel is also useful after
commissioning since it can be used in a training simulator.
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Fig. 1. A vessel and its equipment can be modeled using different software
in combination by using co-simulation technology [21]

D. Scope of Work

This article aims to present some of the main findings
in the ViProMa project and to illustrate the applicability of
distributed simulation technologies in the maritime industry
through several simple, but relevant case studies. Although the
focus of the article is the maritime industry, the presentation
should be of interest to researchers in other engineering
disciplines as well. Hence, the presentation will focus mainly
on application of the co-simulation strategy from the ViProMa
project for the maritime industry as well as illustrating future
possibilities based on the findings in the project. However,
some background theory regarding distributed simulation tech-
nology and the FMI standard are given in order to provide the
reader with som context and to improve readability. Hence,
some of the presented topics will overlap with the presentation
given in [22].

E. Outline

In the next section, we provide some background on co-
simulation technology. Then, the co-simulation software Coral
and the ViProMa project are presented in more detail in section
II before results from the research conducted in the ViProMa
project are presented in section III. Thereafter, four use cases
and demonstrators developed in the ViProMa project are
presented in order to illustrate the applicability and promote
the use of co-simulations in the maritime industry in section
IV. Finally, a conclusion is made in section V, where we also
discuss future opportunities afforded by using co-simulation
technology in the maritime industry.

II. BACKGROUND ON CO-SIMULATION

Co-simulation is a simulation technique in which the com-
putations associated with different subsystems are performed
independently from each other, and data exchange between
subsystems is restricted to discrete communication points
(sometimes called synchronization points). Each subsystem is
then free to use the solver strategy and internal “micro” time

step size which is deemed most suited. The time between
communication points, the “macro” time steps, will generally
be significantly longer than the micro time steps of most
subsystems. A co-simulation is driven by a dedicated software
or algorithm which determines the macro step sizes and routes
data between subsystems according to a chosen output-input
variable mapping. This software is variously called a co-
simulation software, master algorithm, co-simulation master
or run-time infrastructure (RTI).

The subsystems in a co-simulation can vary greatly in both
complexity, fidelity and type, ranging from simple input–
output mappings, like signal gains or empirical algebraic
equations that do not require any local numerical solvers,
to complex differential equations with varying time constants
and sophisticated solvers. In fact, the subsystems do not need
to be based on model equations at all; they can just as
well be interfaces to hardware such as sensors, actuators and
human input devices, or observers such as data loggers and
visualization systems.

In order for the co-simulation software to be able to com-
municate with the different subsystems, some kind of common
interface or communication protocol is needed. Several such
exist, and the most prominent one is probably the High-
Level Architecture (HLA) [23]. While it has its origin in
military applications such as wargaming, the HLA standard
describes a general-purpose co-simulation architecture [24]
and has been used for a variety of civilian purposes, including
systems engineering. Multiple HLA implementations exist,
both commercial and free.

Another standard which has been gaining traction in the en-
gineering community in recent years—in particular in the au-
tomotive sector—is the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI),
which we describe in the next section. Both HLA and FMI
were considered as the preferred co-simulation interface in
ViProMa, but the choice eventually fell on the latter. A
comparison between them and a rationale for the choice of
FMI is given in [22], and we will not dwell on it here.

A. Functional Mock-up Interface

The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) is a tool-
independent standard for the exchange of dynamical models
and for co-simulation [25]. The first version of the standard
was published in 2010 as a result of the ITEA2 project MOD-
ELISAR. Since 2011, maintenance and development of the
standard have been performed by the Modelica Association,
and a second major version, FMI 2.0, was released in 2014
[26].

The FMI standard describes how models may be packaged
into mostly self-contained units called functional mock-up
units (FMU). An FMU is an archive (ZIP) file that contains
metadata, machine code and data files, and optionally docu-
mentation and source code. FMI specifies an XML schema for
the metadata as well as a C programming language interface
for the model code. This allows simulation tools to obtain
information about the model from the metadata—such as the
names and types of its variables, and even advanced informa-
tion such as the relationships between different variables—and
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to use the contained model by calling its C functions. These
functions perform different predefined tasks such as initializing
the model, setting and retrieving variable values, carrying out
the model computations for a time step, and so on.

There are two aspects of the FMI standard: The first is
FMI for Model Exchange, which is intended for models that
consist of a set of differential equations which do not come
with their own solver, and which therefore must be imported
into a tool that supplies a general-purpose solver. The other
is FMI for Co-simulation, which is used when a solver is
either not needed or is bundled within the model code. For
the remainder of this paper, when we refer to FMI, we shall
exclusively use it in context of co-simulations. The overall
structure of an FMI-based co-simulation is shown in Fig. 2.

FMI for co-simulation is based on a master/slave control
paradigm, where the submodels are slaves which are controlled
by a master simulation algorithm. An FMU serves as a
“blueprint” for slaves, meaning that a simulation may contain
several slaves which are separate instances of the model
contained in one FMU.

The master algorithm decides the length of the communi-
cation intervals and when each time step is carried out, and
it determines how to route data between the slaves’ output
variables and input variables. The slaves simply receive inputs,
perform computations based on those inputs and their internal
state, and produce outputs based on the results. Aside from
input/output values they are otherwise completely isolated
from the system, and have no information about the origin
of their input values or where or how their output values
will be used. Thus, FMI by design helps to minimize model
interdependencies, which has very positive effects both on the
scalability of full-system simulations and the reusability of
individual models.

III. RESULTS FROM VIPROMA

The research results from ViProMa are concentrated around
co-simulation, covering both general technology and methods
as well as their applications to maritime systems and opera-
tions. Both the co-simulator side and specific sub-simulators
have been studied. Some of the most significant research and
central results are summarized in the following sections.

A. Virtual Prototyping Framework

The primary goal of the ViProMa project was to advance
and facilitate the use of simulation and virtual prototyping
as a tool for collaboration, innovation, and rapid design and
development in the maritime industry. To that end, the project
developed the Virtual Prototyping Framework (VPF): a set of
practical guidelines for simulation of maritime systems aimed
at engineers and designers rather than experts in simulation
theory. The guidelines cover simulation methods, model cou-
pling, simulator interfaces and more. They are supplemented
with research-backed explanations and rationale, as well as
software tools such as the co-simulation software Coral, which
is described in the next section. All of this has been published
on a dedicated web site: https://viproma.no. The aim is for this

web site to become a living, continuously evolving and up-to-
date repository of information and software for the simulation
community. Its content is freely available and usable by
anyone; no payment or even login is required.

A more comprehensive and academically oriented presenta-
tion of the VPF is given in [22], and we will not go into any
further details here.

B. Coral: distributed co-simulation software

Coral is a free and open-source (FOSS) co-simulation
software built from the ground up with support for FMI and
distributed simulations in mind. It is primarily a software
library that can be embedded into any application that needs
to perform co-simulations. However, some simple command-
line applications have been developed for testing, research and
demonstration purposes, and these allow Coral to be used as
a stand-alone co-simulation system as well.

Being designed around FMI, Coral is based on the same
master/slave model of communication and control. It is a fully
distributed system, where the master communicates with its
slaves over network connections. This allows users to perform
simulations where different slaves run on different machines
just as easily as if they were all running on the same computer,
thus enabling workload distribution as well as simultaneous
use of multiple hardware/software platforms.

Coral is available for download2, both in source form and
compiled form, from the ViProMa web site [21].

C. Power Connections between Submodels

One of the first topics discussed in the ViProMa project
was connectivity and model standards concerning inputs and
outputs in submodels. If a model standard for domain models
could be established, it would simplify collaboration in the
industry, since domain models could then be interchanged
without further explanation about connectivity and units. How-
ever, one of the major obstacles in this discussion was model
fidelity, since many domain models with different model
fidelities require different model inputs and outputs, as well as
parameter sets. Hence, in some situations, replacing one low
fidelity model with a higher fidelity model would not become
a trivial task. However, some work regarding model standards
was done and can be found on the project’s web page [21].

Instead of focusing on making fixed model standards for
domain models with different model fidelities, the ViProMa
project adopted a model connection standard from the bond
graph modeling theory [27], a modeling theory that focuses
on the power exchange between dynamical effects in a system
in an object-oriented scheme [28]. In bond graphs, different
submodels and dynamical effects interact with each other
through power which is a good connection quantity since it
is defined equally in all energy domains. As it turns out, the
exchange of power between submodels are closely related to
both stability theory and simulation accuracy; we discuss this
later on. Further, the power connection is divided into two

2A fair word of warning is that, at the time of writing, Coral is still in
a pre-1.0 stage where it is under heavy development and likely to undergo
several changes before it matures to a stable state.
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Fig. 2. Structure of a co-simulation that uses FMI [21]
.

Fig. 3. Power connection between the two subsystems A and B

TABLE I
ENERGY DOMAINS AND POWER VARIABLES

Energy domain Effort Flow
Mechanical (trans.) Force [N ] Linear velocity [m

s
]

Mechanical (rot.) Torque [Nm] Angular velocity [s�1]
Electrical Electromotive force [V ] Current [A]
Hydraulic Pressure [Pa] Volumetric flow rate [m

3

s
]

Thermal Temperature [K] Entropy flow rate [W
K

]

connection variables denoted effort and flow which catches
the action and the reaction between two connected systems,
as can be seen in Fig. 3. If the action of system A is to set the
effort for system B it gets a flow in return. The same can be
said about system B, the action is to force a flow on system
A and gets an effort in feedback, and the product of the effort
and the flow is power. Hence, the subsystems exchange power
through the connected power variables. Assuming that system
A and B are in the translatory mechanical energy domain,
system A sets a force input to system B and receives a velocity
in feedback, and the product of the force and the velocity is
power. Connecting power variables for other energy domains
are summarized in TABLE I.

The ViProMa project goes as far as to recommend the use
of power variables in the input-output (I/O) mapping when
making FMUs. However, some exceptions do exist. When
working with control systems, it is difficult to use power
connections. One example that illustrates this is the speed
controller, the governor, controlling a diesel engine. It receives
a reference speed and the measured speed while giving fuel
injection rate in feedback to the engine. The rule of thumb used
in the ViProMa project is to model each dynamical connection
between equipment in real life with power connections. For
example, the dynamical connection between a diesel engine
and a generator is the engine shaft, therefore the engine and
the generator should exchange data through power variables

in a co-simulation. The use of power connections between
submodels in a co-simulation also introduce some nice features
when studying the accuracy and the stability of co-simulations,
as will be discussed in more detail in section III-E.

Even though power connecting variables are used to ex-
change data between submodels in a co-simulation, connec-
tivity in general can not always be ensured. This has to do
with the causality of the models—that is, whether a power
variable is given as input or as an output in a submodel—and
is crucial when connecting it to a model environment. This is
discussed in more detail in the following.

D. Causality and Connectivity

In a mathematical model representing the dynamics of
a physical system, the causality of the model gives away
the structure of the dynamical equations contained in the
model. In general, a differential equation represents an integral
causality form of the respective dynamics, and a differential
algebraic equation represents a differential causality form of
the respective dynamics. In other words, the causality of a
model highly influences the states in the model, and thus, the
I/O mapping of that model. To illustrate this a mass-damper-
spring system is used and its integral causality form is given
as

9x � v

9v � �
k

m
x�

b

m
v �

1

m
F ptq

(1)

where x is the position of the mass, v is the velocity, m is
the mass, k is the spring stiffness, b is a damping parameter
and F ptq is a driving force. In this model representation F ptq
is input to the model and typically x or v is given as output
from the model. Note that if connecting power variables are
used v would be given as output according to TABLE I. The
differential causality model of the mass-damper-spring system
is given as

9x � v

F ptq � m 9v � bv � kx
(2)

Here, the velocity is given as a model input and the force
F ptq is given as a model output, according to the power-based
submodel connections discussed in section III-C. Note that
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Fig. 4. Connection problem between the two subsystems A and B

the differential causality has removed one of the states in the
model and replaced it with a differential algebraic equation.
This is problematic when analyzing the stability of the model.

In some cases, the causality orientations of two submodels
that are to be connected does not fit. One classical example
in the maritime industry is a deck crane model that is to be
connected to a hull model. Both these models are quite similar
to the mass-damper-spring system, and when having integral
causality they both require external forces as model inputs and
sets velocities and angular rates as model outputs, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. Hence, one of the models should change causality in
order to ensure connectivity. However, as for the mass-damper-
spring system, the differential algebraic equations become port
dependent, meaning that the models are also connected by
algebraic loops, since the derivative of an input signal is
needed. Such systems are characterized as tightly coupled
systems, and are not recommended for distribution. In [29]
a generic method for combining a crane and a vessel into one
single model is presented, but this reduces the modularity of
the models since it is not straightforward to replace one crane
design with another.

One might be tempted to calculate the derivative of the
model inputs numerically, but the numerical errors would
become too significant since they are sampled signals. To
overcome the problems related to causality, connectivity and
tightly coupled systems, some research on hybrid causality
models were conducted and are presented in [30]. The idea of
a hybrid causality model is that differential causalities can be
reformulated to differential equations by applying a filter with
differential properties. Hence, the model is reformulated to a
full state-space model without differential algebraic equations
in such a way that connectivity is ensured. Also, the causality
can be formulated in a hybrid setting such that it is possible to
change causality, and thus I/O-mapping of the model, online
during a simulation. This is quite useful when working with
discrete dynamics, as illustrated in [31], where a marine power
plant model is presented. There, the generators were imple-
mented as hybrid causality models, which allows switching
between outputting current or voltage to the power grid. This
is necessary when connecting and disconnecting generators to
the power grid, if the power grid itself does not provide the
voltage.

Since the reformulated differential causality method con-
verts differential algebraic equations into differential equa-
tions, it is also possible to analyze the stability of the model
in a co-simulation. This is elaborated in the following.

E. Stability and Accuracy
In general, the stability of a system and the stability of a

simulation is often divided and analyzed separately in non-

distributed systems. However, in distributed systems these
two stability considerations are more closely connected. This
can be explained by considering the following: If the global
communication time step is increased such that it approaches
infinity, the subsystems in the co-simulation never interact with
each other and are considered solved separately with constant
inputs. Hence, the eigenvalues of the total co-simulation sys-
tem is the union of all local eigenvalues. On the other hand,
if the global communication time step is decreased such that
it approaches zero, the subsystems in the total co-simulation
interact with each other continuously. Hence, the eigenvalues
of the total system would be dependent on all the connected
subsystems. This means that the eigenvalues in a co-simulation
are not equal to the eigenvalues in the total continuous system,
nor the union of eigenvalues of each separate subsystem, but
rather something in between. In addition, numerical errors
from local solvers comes on top of this and complicates things
further.

Since the eigenvalues in a co-simulation system are highly
dependent on the global communication time step, a combined
stability analysis is recommended to ensure both dynamical
and numerical stability. In [30] a combined stability analysis
method based on the Euler integration method as a test
function is proposed and is similar to Dahlquist test equations
[32]. The use of the Euler integration method can be argued for
since the stability region of this method is contained in most
stability regions for explicit numerical solvers. In general, for
linear systems the stability analysis method steps through each
local subsystem between two global time-steps in order to cal-
culate the local solutions of each subsystem in the distributed
system using the Euler integration method. Then, each local
solution is put into a global solution according to the system
connections in the distributed system. Then, if the magnitude
of each eigenvalue in the total solution system is less than one,
the total solution converges and the co-simulation is stable.
Moreover, if each local solver in the distributed system is the
Euler integration method and the total system only contains
linear dynamics, the proposed stability analysis method would
be exact. If higher order numerical solvers are used instead,
the stability analysis would be more conservative. The method
also works for non-linear systems, but then operation regions
for each state in each non-linear subsystem must be defined
and used in the analysis as a maximal-minimal eigenvalue
study and will result in conservative stability results. Other
relevant numerical stability and convergence results for co-
simulations are presented in [33], including both explicit and
implicit co-simulation methods.

Closely related to the stability of a distributed simulation
is the accuracy of the simulation results. Since each input
to a submodel in a co-simulation is normally held constant
between each global communication time step (zero-order hold
sampling), the energy transport between subsystems, through
the connecting power variables (see section III-C), would not
be correct. Hence, a subsystem would either receive/transmit
too much power or too little power to the submodel environ-
ment in transient simulation regions, due to the fundamentals
in the co-simulation strategy, and this affects the accuracy of
the simulation results as well as the stability of the system.
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Fig. 5. Simulation accuracy control using the ECCO algorithm

This is thoroughly studied in [34], which proposes an energy-
conservation-based co-simulation method (ECCO) that aims
to reduce the power discrepancy between submodels.

The main idea of the ECCO algorithm is to calculate the
power level from the inputs and outputs of each connected
submodel (PA and PB) and making them converge using a
simple control law that adds or removes the residual power
(δP � PB � PA) in the connection, as shown in Fig. 5. One
of the main advantages of this method is that it does not require
retaking of global time steps. This makes it ideal for practical
use, as re-stepping is often not supported by models, especially
the custom-made models commonly used in industrial and
research settings. For more details about ECCO, the reader
is referred to [34]. Stability and accuracy in co-simulations
have been minor research topics in the ViProMa project and
more research should be devoted to these topics in the future.

IV. APPLICATION OF CO-SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY IN
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY

During the ViProMa project period, different use cases and
demonstrators were made mainly for research purposes. These
case studies show a wide range of the use of co-simulations
in the maritime industry, as well as in research projects. They
include Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) in co-simulations, col-
laboration between researchers using co-simulations, optimiz-
ing system integration using co-simulation and testing different
vessel configurations using co-simulation. Some of these cases
are presented in the following. Note that the main focus in
these case studies is not the simulation results themselves,
but the applicability and advantages of utilizing co-simulation
technology in complex engineering tasks in the maritime
industry, although the simulation results also have research
value in themselves. Since the ECCO algorithm presented in
section III-E has not yet been implemented in the Coral co-
simulation software the co-simulation case studies presented
in this section will be solved with a constant communication
time step size. Also, each connection between subsystems in
the presented case studies are explicit, meaning that no port
dependent algebraic equations or relations are present.

A. Research Collaboration

When researching complex systems that grow large because
of many subsystems with high fidelity, specialized software
for subsystems are hard to combine in a generic fashion.
However, by utilizing co-simulations, researchers can work on
different subsystems in their preferred software without being
concerned about compatibility except for model interfaces. In

Fig. 6. Total system overview of vessel in transit operation affected by facing
wave loads [35]

Fig. 7. Simulation setup. Note that each block represents a FMU in the total
co-simulation and that control signals and measurements are neglected [35]

[35] five researchers looked into using a shaft generator to
reduce the transients of a two stroke maritime engine powering
a vessel in a transit operation caused by significant wave
loads. In such operations the propeller might ventilate causing
varying loads on the propeller and, hence, the propulsion
system. While two of the researchers were researching wave
loads and ventilation of propellers, the three other researchers
were looking into the power systems. The total power system
including the propeller was as illustrated in Fig. 6. In addition,
the vessel dynamics were included in the study as well. The
power plant including the auxiliary engines, the generators
and the hotel load was exported as one FMU, while the two
stroke engine model, the vessel model, the propeller model,
the shaft model, the shaft generator model and the battery
power pack model were each exported as separate FMUs.
The models were mainly constructed in the software 20-
Sim and Simulink, and the total system was simulated as
a co-simulation using Coral as shown in Fig. 7. A more
detailed discussion about the model connections including the
control signals and measurements are given in [35]. Note that
all connections between submodels shown in the figure are
power bonds, according to the bond graph modeling theory
as presented in section III-C, since the product of inputs and
outputs for each submodel is power. Because of the amount
of computational power needed to solve the total system, and
the fact that different modeling software were used to make
the dynamical models, such a simulation study would have
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TABLE II
SUBSYSTEMS AND INTEGRATION METHODS

Subsystem Integration method Time step
Hull Euler, 1st order 100 ms
Propeller Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Shaft system Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Diesel engine Runge-Kutta, 4sth order 2 ms
Power Plant Euler, 1st order 0.1 ms
Shaft generator Runge-Kutta, 4th order 0.05 ms
Battery system Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Control system Euler, 1st order 10 ms

Fig. 8. Simulation results showing the comparison of shaft speed between the
hybrid propulsion system, including a shaft generator to reduce the transient
wave loads, and a conventional propulsion system [35]

been difficult and time consuming to perform in a traditional
manner as a non-distributed system.

In the co-simulation the local numerical solvers and corre-
sponding time steps are shown in TABLE. II and the global
communication time step were set to 10 ms.

The co-simulation results were compared to a conventional
propulsion system, e.g. the two stroke engine powering the
propeller without any shaft generator, and the comparison of
the shaft speed is shown in Fig. 8 for waves with a significant
wave height of 5m and a wave length of 352m. Note that the
conventional propulsion system has also been simulated as a
co-simulation and that the shaft generator is activated after 50
seconds in the simulation for the hybrid propulsion system.
The results showed that by applying a suited overall control
system, the shaft generator were able to reduce the transient
wave induced loads on the controller and, hence, smooth the
operational conditions for the two stroke engine.

In this particular case study, the total system were also
implemented as one non-distributed system for comparison
and verification reasons. Nevertheless, such a verification of
the co-simulation results is not considered here since it is
thoroughly presented in [35] where the main results are that
the co-simulation results converge to the results from the non-
distributed system.

When it comes to dynamical stability and combined stability
of the total co-simulation, as described in section III-E, it will
be a tremendous work proving overall stability of the total

system with the stability criterion derived in [30]. However,
when working with passive systems [36], systems that dissipate
energy, a more practical stability observation can be utilized.
By ensuring that each subsystem that produce energy is stable
by itself, and that all other systems in the co-simulation are
only dissipating energy, storing energy or transforming energy
from one energy domain to another, it is possible to sum the
amount of produced energy with the amount of dissipated
energy, in a source-sink analysis approach. Hence, if the total
system is able to dissipate all the produced energy, the system
would be stable. This is also why power bonds are rec-
ommended when modeling, since it simplifies such practical
analysis. This approach is in fact a practical interpretation of
the passivity theorems presented in [36]. As it turns out, if the
total system is passive according to the theorems, the system
will be stable independently of the global communication time
step. Hence, the only concern is the accuracy of the simulation
results which also can be improved by the ECCO-algorithm
presented in section III-E.

When it comes to control systems, it is often infeasible to
design the I/O according to power bonds. However, the stabil-
ity criterion derived in [30] is still applicable, as well as for
example sampling theory and passivity theory. In general, care
must be taken when choosing the global communication time
step when integrator effects in control systems are considered.

For larger systems often more complex control system
structures are required, and often the control system consists of
multiple layers. This is especially the case for maritime vessels
in Dynamic Positioning (DP) systems where a DP-control law
controls the position and the orientation of the vessel and
feeds local propulsion systems with reference signals. If the
vessel is over-actuated a more sophisticated thrust allocation
algorithm is also present between the DP controller and the
local propulsion controllers. When having multiple layers with
controllers it is important to optimize the total performance in
order to obtain the best possible response of the vessel. This is
often referred to as system integration and is often optimized
by proper control system tuning. Such a case is presented in
the following.

B. Optimizing System Integration

When it comes to optimizing a vessel’s performance the
largest potential lies in system integration and is often re-
lated to control system integration on different layers [37].
One typical case is to tune the DP controller, filters, thrust
allocation algorithm and local thruster control systems such
that the performance of the total control system results in
a fast and stable response of the vessel that minimizes the
power consumption. Since such control layers in real life are
affected by sampling dynamics and sampling delays, the use
of co-simulation works perfectly in simulating the interaction
between the different parts of the total control system. One
such case was studied in the ViProMa project, where the vessel
model derived in [29], with the main parameters as given in
TABLE III, was connected to the power plant model derived in
[31]. In addition, electrical motors and propulsors, constituting
each thruster, two azimuths at the stern and one tunnel thruster
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TABLE III
MAIN PARAMETERS IN VESSEL MODEL

Parameter Description Value
L Length of ship 107m
B Width of ship 22m
D Draught of ship 5m
vcN Northward current -0.1 m/s
Hs Significant wave height 1.0m
Tp Wave peak period 8 s
Nw Number of wave components 50 -
γ Jonswap-spectrum parameter 3 -
Td Lower wave spectra period 0.2 s
Tu Upper wave spectra period 50 s

Fig. 9. Overview of vessel in DP operation including power plant and thruster
configuration

in the bow, were connected to the total system, as shown in
Fig. 9, constituting the mechanical and electrical models in
the total system.

The power management system controlling the power plant
and auxiliary power grid load was implemented in the power
plant itself while the generators were implemented as hybrid
causality models, as described in section III-D. This, because
the power grid was considered weak such that even a small
disturbance in power grid load will affect the power grid
voltage. Hence, one of the generators must set the power grid
voltage while other active generators contribute with currents.
When considering starting, stopping, synchronizing of the
generators, as well as load sharing, it is of interest to keep the
generator models as generic as possible as well as not fixing
which generator should set the power grid voltage. Hence,
a generator model with hybrid causality enables the model
to alter the I/O mapping online during a simulation which
means that one can change which generator sets the power grid
voltage. A practical approach of implementing such generator
models are presented in [31].

In this case study, the wave filter filtered the position and
heading measurements from the vessel to be used in the
DP controller. The DP controller output was then fed to the
thrust allocation algorithm derived in [37], giving thruster
control reference signals to local controllers controlling each
thruster. Note that in order to increase the response of the
azimuth thrusters, thruster biasing for the two main thrusters
is considered, meaning that the thrusters should slightly cancel
each other in order to increase the response of the propulsion
system since they then can store some extra thrust. In this
case the biasing angle was set to �20 �, meaning that if the
thrusters are to produce thrusts in surge direction, one thruster
has a biasing angle of �20 � while the other a biasing angle
of 20 �. The total co-simulation setup is shown in Fig. 10 and
the subsystem connections are given in TABLE IV. As can be

Fig. 10. Overview of vessel in DP operation including power plant and
thruster configuration

TABLE IV
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SUBSYSTEMS. NOTE THAT THE CONNECTING

VARIABLES BETWEEN SUBSYSTEMS ARE GIVEN IN SI-UNITS EXCEPT FOR
M,R AND τ WHICH ARE ABBREVIATIONS FOR MEASUREMENT,
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seen in the figure, the local thrusters were controlled by simple
PID control laws and a separate reference system FMU set
the position and orientation references for the DP controller.
The connections between each dynamical system, excluding
the controllers, the thrust allocation, the wave filter and the
reference system, are power bond connections as explained in
section III-C. The total co-simulation consisted of 15 FMUs.
The vessel was to move in a square wave pattern affected by
an irregular wave with significant wave height of 1m and a
current of 0.1 m

s , both coming from the north. The auxiliary
power grid load was set to 100 kW , the global time step in the
co-simulation was set to 10ms and the local numerical solvers
and the corresponding time steps for each subsystem are given
in TABLE V. Note that the DP controller and the thrust
allocation algorithm only communicated with the connected
systems every second. The length of the co-simulation was
set to 6000 s and two different tuning cases of the control
systems were tested.

The simulation results showing the vessel in a north-east
plot compared to the desired position overlap in the two tuning
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TABLE V
SUBSYSTEMS AND INTEGRATION METHODS

Subsystem Integration method Time step
Hull Runge-Kutta, 2st order 1 ms
Propulsors Euler, 1st order 1 ms
Propulsor drives Runge-Kutta, 4th order 0.05 ms
Power Plant Euler, 1st order 0.1 ms
Non-linear passive observer Runge-Kutta, 2st order 5 ms
PID-controllers Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Reference system Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Thrust allocation Euler, 1st order 10 ms
DP controller Euler, 1st order 10 ms
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Fig. 11. North-east position and heading of vessel in square wave trajectory
manoeuvre. Black vessel outline in the plot denotes initial position and
orientation

cases are given in Fig. 11. As can be seen in the figure, the
vessel follows its reference quite well, even though there is
more noise in the position of the vessel when the vessel faces
the waves with the heel. Note that in each corner in the position
trajectory the vessel changes heading while trying to keep a
fixed north-east position.

The simulation results from the propulsion system as well as
the power plant for the first tuning case are shown in Fig. 12.
Plot (a) shows the azimuth angles for the two main thrusters
at the stern. As can be seen, the thruster angles stay between
�180 � and one can clearly see the thruster biasing angle
for the two thrusters. The second plot, (b), shows the thrust
produced by the two azimuth thrusters. The three regions with
a lot of noise are because the vessel moves in the east- or
west direction, facing the waves with the heel. The third plot,
(c), shows the thrust produced by the bow thruster. Also here,
there are some oscillations present due to the wave effects.
The last plot, (d), shows the produced power by generator 1
(G1) and generator 2 (G2), which overlap, and the total vessel
power consumption. Since the produced thrusts from the three
thrusters oscillate when the waves encounter the heel of the
vessel, it is not surprising that the total power consumption
oscillates as well. However, by tuning the different control
systems properly altogether it is possible to obtain a smoother
power consumption as well as smoother operation of the

Fig. 12. Simulation results showing the thruster azimuth angles for the two
main thrusters placed at the stern, the corresponding thrust, the thrust of the
bow thruster and the power produced by the two generators as well as the
total power consumption for the first tuning case

thruster systems. This has been done and the corresponding
results are shown in Fig. 13.

As can be seen in the figure, both the azimuth angles and
the produced thrusts oscillate less in this case compared to
the previous one, when neglecting the initial oscillations for
the azimuth angles and the corresponding thrusts. Also, the
oscillations in the power consumption are reduced and result
in a slightly lower power consumption as well as reducing
wear of the propulsion system and the power plant.

Another crucial requirement in order for the control system
to perform properly is the choice of sampling frequency of
the different components in the overall vessel control system,
and is strongly related to both dynamical stability of the total
system and combined stability of the entire co-simulations,
see section III-E. In general, each control layer should be
tuned such that the outer control layers are slower than the
inner control layers. They may also have a lower sampling
frequency. Here, the outer control layers consist of the DP
controller and the thrust allocation algorithm, which have a
sampling frequency of 1Hz, while the inner control layers
consist of the wave filter and the local thruster control systems,
having a sampling frequency of 100Hz. Note that care must
be taken when tuning the DP controller since it contains
integration effects and since it has such a low sampling
frequency.

Large co-simulation systems that contain both dynamical
connections and control connections are in general hard to
analyse when it comes to stability. If such analysis is even
possible, it would require a huge amount of work. However,
another way of quantifying the stability in a co-simulation sys-
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Fig. 13. Simulation results showing the thruster azimuth angles for the two
main thrusters placed at the stern, the corresponding thrust, the thrust of the
bow thruster and the power produced by the two generators as well as the
total power consumption for the second tuning case

tem is to look at the power and energy residuals in connections
between subsystems in the co-simulation, which are utilized
in the ECCO algorithm as discussed in section III-E. This is
because the power and energy residuals are closely related to
convergence in the co-simulation and will also provide some
information about the accuracy of the simulation results due
to the discrete communication points between the subsystems.
As an example, the power and energy residuals between the
electrical motors driving the thrusters and the power plant are
shown in Fig. 14. In the figure, the power and energy residuals
for the port-side main thruster are shown in plot (a), the
residuals for the starboard thruster in plot (b) and the residuals
for the tunnel thruster in plot (c). The results show that the
residuals are quite small in comparison to the power and
energy transmitted through the model connections. The power
residuals for the two main thrusters are lower than 0.4% and
for the tunnel thruster lower than 1.7% of the instantaneous
transmitted power. Hence, since the power residuals are small,
the corresponding subsystems are stable and the simulation
results have good convergence properties. Note that if the
subsystems were unstable the power residuals would also
become unstable. The accuracy of the simulation results can
be discussed from the power residuals too, since low power
residuals means high accuracy in simulation results due to
the discrete communication point. The simulation results from
the control systems and the vessel motion in this case study
are also converging to the simulation results in [37] where
almost the same system is simulated as a continuous system
except that the power plant model and the electrical motors
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Fig. 14. Power residuals (∆P ) and energy residuals (∆E) between the
thrusters and the power plant in the co-simulation

are idealized.
The power residuals shown in Fig. 14 also argue for stable

thruster control systems since the energy residuals seem to
be bounded, in contrast to the uncontrolled quarter-car co-
simulation system studied in [34] where the energy residuals
keep growing during the co-simulation. Hence, co-simulations
can also be used as a tool for tuning the control systems
before being installed in real processes, which are also affected
by sampling characteristics and sampling delays. Such a case
study is presented in section IV-C where a DP controller is
implemented on a hardware microcontroller and connected to
the co-simulation loop.

This case has shown how co-simulations can be utilized
to optimize the total response of multiple layers of control
systems for a vessel. Such cases can be quite difficult to study
in single modeling and simulation software since the models
are made in different software. For example, in this case the
control systems are implemented in the C++ programming
language as separate units while the mechanical models are
made in the 20-Sim modeling and simulation software. Also,
the different models may require different local solvers and
local solver time steps for stability reasons, and if they were
to be implemented as one total model, it would be quite time
consuming to solve since the solver and the local time step
would have to be chosen based on the largest eigenvalues in
the total system.

C. Hardware in the loop (HIL)

A small study of hardware in the loop (HIL) in co-
simulations was initiated in the ViProMa project and is thor-
oughly elaborated in [38]. Therefore, only a short presentation
is given here.
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Fig. 15. Simulation setup using hardware in the simulation loop

TABLE VI
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SUBSYSTEMS. NOTE THAT THE CONNECTING
VARIABLES M, R, S AND τ ARE ABBREVIATIONS FOR MEASUREMENT,
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When including hardware in a simulation loop, proper
communication between the hardware and the simulation is
important. Because the FMI standard has predefined functions
that are called by the simulation master, such as the function
fmiDoStep(), it is possible to make an FMU with suited
functionality such as reading and sending data in a consistent
manner through a serial port on the computer running the
co-simulation. An Arduino microcontroller [39] was used as
hardware and a DP control law for controlling a vessel in
DP operations was implemented and uploaded to the micro-
controller. In this case the focus was the interaction between
the DP controller and the wave filter, hence, simplified thruster
models and a static thrust allocation were implemented directly
into the vessel model, the same as derived in [29]. Since a
static thrust allocation algorithm is used, meaning that the
main thrusters placed at the stern have fixed azimuth angles,
the vessel was to keep its heading northwards during the whole
study. Also, the power plant derived in [31] was omitted in this
study and the DP controller tuning parameters that were used
in section IV-B are used here as well. The total co-simulation
setup is shown in Fig. 15 and the connections between the
subsystems are given in TABLE VI.

As in the previous case study, both the waves and the current
encountered the vessel from north, but the significant wave
height was set to 1.5m and the southward current was set to
0.2 m

s . The global communication time step was set to 50ms,
the local numerical solver time steps for each subsystem and

TABLE VII
SUBSYSTEMS AND INTEGRATION METHODS

Subsystem Integration method Time step
Vessel Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Non-linear passive observer Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Reference system Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Communication FMU Euler, 1st order 1000 ms
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Fig. 16. Nort-east position and heading of vessel in DP-operation. Black
vessel outline in the plot denotes initial position and orientation

corresponding integration method are listed in TABLE VII and
the hardware DP controller was to communicate with the rest
of the simulation every second. The total simulation time was
set to 2000 s. In the simulation the vessel was set to face the
encountering waves while moving in a square-like trajectory,
meaning that the heading reference was always zero while the
north-east references changed. A nonlinear passive observer
(NLPO) [40] was used as a wave-filter and the simulation
results for the position and orientation of the vessel are shown
in a north-east plot in Fig. 16.

As can be seen in the figure, the vessel seems to keep
its position and orientation also in this case when the DP
controller is placed on a microcontroller. The DP control law
is a simple PID control law including the rotational matrix
related to the heading of the vessel. The rates for the north-
east position as well as the heading are estimated by the NLPO
which feeds the DP controller with both the rates, the position
and the orientation of the vessel. These rates ( 9

N̂ , 9

Ê and 9

ψ̂—
north, east and heading rate, respectively) are shown in Fig.
17 in comparison to the actual rates ( 9N , 9E and 9ψ) and the
reference rates ( 9Nd, 9Ed and 9ψd).

The first plot, (a) in the figure, compares the estimated north
rate with the actual north rate and the desired north rate; the
second plot, (b) in the figure, compares the estimated east rate
with the actual east rate and the desired east rate; while the
last plot, (c) in the figure, shows the estimated heading rate
compared to the actual heading rate and the desired heading
rate. As can be seen in the figure, the wave filter is able to
filter out most of the wave induced motions as well as generate
good position and orientation rates. It can also be seen from
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Fig. 17. Simulation results comparing the estimated north, east and heading
rates ( 9̂N , 9̂E and 9̂

ψ) with the actual rates ( 9N , 9E and 9ψ) and the commanded
rates ( 9Nd, 9Ed and 9ψd)

the figure that the rates have biases in the beginning of the
simulation. This has to do with the fact that the wave filter
needs some time to update the biases that represent the slowly
varying drift forces caused by the second-order wave effects
and the current. Nevertheless, the results show clearly that the
wave filter works properly. Fig. 18 shows the commands from
the DP controller in north, east and yaw for the vessel.

The first plot, (a) in the figure, shows the commanded thrust
force in surge, the second plot, (b) in the figure, shows the
commanded thrust force in sway and the last plot, (c) in
the figure, shows the commanded thrust torque in yaw. As
can be seen in the figure, the DP controller seems to be
stable and control the vessel to its desired position despite
being implemented on a microcontroller and only able to
communicate with the rest of the simulation once per second.
This means that the DP controller implemented on the micro-
controller has the same characteristics and the same sampling
properties as the DP controller implemented as an FMU in
section IV-B. Hence, the only difference of any significance
is the communication protocol used to communicate with
the microcontroller as well as real-time limitations related to
hardware.

In general, dynamical interactions between systems do not
suffer from sampling characteristics in realistic systems. This
is one of the drawbacks by using co-simulations. However,
by applying suited co-simulation algorithms that minimize
these sampling characteristics, such as the ECCO algorithm
presented in [34], or by manually setting the communication
time step small in comparison to the smallest dynamical
time constant in the co-simulation [41], the related numerical
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Fig. 18. DP controller commands fed to the co-simulation from the micro-
controller through the communication FMU

simulation errors and the corresponding power residuals can
be reduced. However, in this particular case study the idea is
to mimic the sampling characteristics and the sampling delays
that are present in realistic controlled systems. This is why
the vessel with all its dynamical systems are considered as
one FMU and solved by the same numerical solver in the
co-simulation. This can also be seen in Fig. 15 where all
connections (arrows) point in only one direction. Hence, the
arguments for using co-simulation as a prototyping tool as well
as a virtual laboratory for tuning sampled system integrations
are strengthened. This also argues for the possibility to have
different communication time step sizes between dynamical
systems and control systems. However, this has not been
implemented in the Coral co-simulation software at this stage.

When considering simulations that are solved in real time,
as is required in most simulations that involve hardware in the
loop, the complexity tends to increase. This is because high
model fidelities, which the quality of the simulation results
depend strongly on, do not go well with real-time criteria
in continuous systems due to limited available computational
power. When the total system becomes large it is often
necessary to reduce the model fidelities in order to reach
such real-time criteria. Simulation models used for prediction
purposes, such as observers and estimators, often need more
and better measurements in order to produce high-quality
results when the model fidelities are reduced. To enure that
the measurements have the required quality, they possibly
need to be preprocessed as well. One such example is a
vessel’s position and orientation measurements, which need to
be filtered before entering the control loop, as was illustrated
in this case study. Furthermore, sending large amounts of
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Fig. 19. NTNU’s research vessel R/V Gunnerus

TABLE VIII
R/V GUNNERUS MAIN PARAMETERS

Parameter Description Value
LOA Overall Length of ship 31.25m
LPP Length between perpendiculars 22m
B Moulded breadth 9.6m
dwt Dead weight 75 t
D Draft 2.7m
P Generator power 3 x 450 kW

measurement data in real time can be quite challenging in
itself. Some of these challenges can be reduced by utilizing co-
simulations, which potentially increases the available computa-
tional power and allows the use of numerical solvers and time
steps tailored to different parts of the system. However, even
though these topics are important for real-time simulations
they are considered out of scope here and should be treated
in a separate publication.

Another interesting aspect with co-simulation systems is
subsystem modularity. For example, it would be straight
forward to replace the DP controller in section IV-B with the
communication FMU and the microcontroller. This is of par-
ticular interest when designing new vessels, where one would
like to test different vessel configurations and equipment in a
virtual setting before actually building the vessel. We discuss
this in more detail in the following.

D. Testing different Vessel Configurations

NTNU’s research vessel R/V Gunnerus, see Fig. 19, is
a multi-purpose vessel used in research projects, spanning
from developing DP controllers, autopilots, autonomous vessel
operations, sub-sea operations using ROVs, surveillance using
UAVs, testing fishing equipment and mapping the seabed. The
main parameters describing the vessel are given in TABLE
VIII.

The vessel is equipped with two propellers and rudders
at the stern and one tunnel thruster in the bow. In the
ViProMa project, a demonstrator case based on Gunnerus was
developed based on the specifications of the vessel and in-
house mathematical models obtained from different modeling
and simulation software, e.g. the hull model is a VeSim model
developed in the ”Sea Trials and Model Tests to Validate

TABLE IX
PARAMETERS DESCRIBING THE OLD AND THE NEW PROPULSION SYSTEM

Parameter Description Old New
9α Rudder rate limit 5.85 deg

s
5.85 deg

s
D Propeller diameter 2.0m 1.9m
P Propeller power 2 x 500.0 kW 2 x 500.0 kW
Z Number of blades 5 4

Fig. 20. Simulation setup of Gunnerus
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Shiphandling Simulation Models” (SimVal) project, funded by
The Research Council of Norway (RCN) [42] [43] [44], the
zig-zag controller is derived in Matlab, the PID-controllers
in C++ and the electrical motors and the power plant in
20-Sim. The focus in the case was to study the effect of
replacing the main propulsors and the rudders with azimuths.
The azimuth models was developed by Rolls-Royce Marine in
the ViProMa project, while the propeller and rudder models
are generic models developed by SINTEF Ocean, parametrized
to fit Gunnerus. The total co-simulation setup is as shown in
Fig. 20.

In the figure the main propulsor units placed at the stern
are outlined in red colour in order to illustrate that these
are the only models that need to be replaced when changing
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TABLE XI
SUBSYSTEMS AND INTEGRATION METHODS

Subsystem Integration method Time step
Hull Euler, 1st order 10 ms
Propulsor units quasi-static, no solver 10 ms°

static, no solver 10 ms
Rudder/azimuth angle actuators rate limiters, no solver 10 ms
Zig-Zag controller only logics, no solver 10 ms
Power plant Euler, 1st order 0.1 ms
Propulsor drives Runge-Kutta, 4th order 0.05 ms
PID-controllers Euler, 1st order 10 ms
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Fig. 21. Results from zig-zag test comparing the old and the new propulsion
systems. Note that New denotes the simulation case including azimuth
thrusters while Old denotes the conventional propulsion system including
propellers and rudders

the main propulsors. To compare the two different propulsion
configurations a 10 �/10 � zig-zag test in calm sea is conducted,
meaning that the rudder/azimuth angles are given a command
of 10 � and when the heading of the vessel reaches 10 � the
sign of the rudder/azimuth angle commands are changed. As
key parameters, the surge speed, heading response and power
consumed by each main thruster are compared. Initially, the
power plant is started and after 30 s the main propulsors are
initiated. The ship is to reach a steady state surge velocity of
about 9 kn before the zig-zag manoeuvre is initiated, which
happens after 100 s with good margins. The total simulation
time is set to 200 s and the global communication time step
is set to 10ms and the local numerical solver time steps and
corresponding integration methods are listed in TABLE XI.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 21.

The leftmost plot in the figure, (a), shows a north-east-
orientation comparison of the two propulsion configurations,
the upper rightmost plot, (b), shows a comparison of the surge
speed, the second, (c), a comparison of vessel heading and

the last, (d), a comparison of consumed power in a magnified
region for the port-side main propulsion unit. As the results
indicate, the surge speed is slightly less oscillating throughout
the zig-zag manoeuvre for the case including azimuths, as well
as the overshooting heading angle and the consumed power are
slightly lower for this case in comparison to the conventional
propulsion system. The amount of consumed power is also in
the expected range, as argued for by the sea trails conducted
on Gunnerus that are presented in [45].

This case illustrates the easiness of replacing models in a
co-simulation, which is quite interesting when testing different
concepts in a fast and virtual setting. This is especially the case
when designing new vessels where different vessel equipment
or hull designs should be verified to meet the requirement set
by the customer.

V. CONCLUSION

Besides giving a short summary of the ViProMa project,
including a short presentation of the major findings and
deliverables, such as the open source co-simulation master
software Coral, the main focus in this work is to demon-
strate the use of co-simulation technology in the maritime
industry. Four different use cases and demonstrators have
been presented in section IV. These include collaboration
between researchers and different modeling and simulation
software, global system optimizing and tuning, the inclusion of
hardware in the simulation loop and testing different concepts
in a virtual prototyping fashion in an effective and consistent
manner. These cases, in addition to the research conducted in
the project, have brought into light new opportunities in the
maritime industry by utilizing co-simulation technology. The
use of co-simulations in the maritime industry enables

1. the use of black-box models which keep secrets related
to systems and equipment hidden from competitors. This
makes it possible for ship yards to obtain mathematical
black-box models of equipment from third party vendors
for testing purposes together with the vessel design before
determining which equipment to install and the shipyard
is able to compare different design concepts before build-
ing the vessel.

2. the vessel designer to design the vessel together with
the customer on the fly by choosing different concepts
from a model library containing many different vessel
designs, systems and equipment. It is also expected in the
near future that optimization algorithms taking predefined
vessel KPIs into consideration can be implemented as
a layer on top of the co-simulation platform in order
to conduct simulations and choose different equipment
suited the KPIs from a larger model library.

3. simulation-based commissioning of vessels and virtual
sea trials to remove design flaws and implementation
errors at an early stage. It is also expected that the ship
yards can demand black-box models from third party
vendors in the near future when choosing to buy their
equipment. This would enable them to test the vessel
performance before building it, as well as being able
to deliver a complete vessel simulator to the customer
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that can be used for e.g. operation planinng and vessel
fleet optimization. It is also believed that the entire mar-
itime cluster would benefit from working in a maritime
cluster cloud utilizing co-simulation technology in future
research.

However, these topics should be devoted more attention and
are beyond the scope of the ViProMa project.
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